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ABSTRACT

The work being presented in this thesis consists of three parts

The first part deals w'ith the Schlieren images, observed in electrically 
,::...:::::

stressed diejectric liquids. The second part deals with the new method :'::;:;:',;

for the determination of electric field distributions in dielectrics and

along the interface between a die'lectric iiquid and a dielectric solid. 
l

" ..,' .. t. -.:

The third part deals with the prebreakdown phenomena in high viscosity ..,,,.ì;i.:

materials' 
,irr:''..'".-

In the first part, experimenta'l results for the Schlieren images

observed in silicone oíl are presented. The Schlieren Ímages related to

the liquid motion normal'ly observed in electrical'ly stressed die.lectri. ,

l

liquids are discussed. The liquid motion is main'ly caused by two 
:

)

mechanjsms: (a) the Coulombic force due to the interaction of the space 
,

I

charge with the field, and (b) the electromechanical force created by 
i

l

the field resulting from the spatiaì variation of the dielectric constant 
i

I

due to the variation of temperature from domajn to domain and from time :

to time in the'liquid. The direction of such a liquid motion depends on ,,",,-1,,,..
. . :'

which of these two mechanisms is dominant. The Schlieren images show 
,,.t.,,.,,.

mainly the change of the al ready-exi sti ng temperature gradients i n the r'""''""''"

liquids, and this change is due to the liquid motion caused by either

mechanisms (a) or (b) or both. It is concluded that the Schlieren images 
,.,,,,,,..

are directly governed by the temperature distribution'in the liquid, ârìd iii:i':t'

have no direct bearing on the formation and distribution of space charges.

In the second part, a new method for the determination of electric

field distributions in dielectrics using a Schlieren opt'ical system and
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the applicat'ions are presented" This method is based on the principie

that the spatial distribution of the refractive index produced by a

smal'l appiied temperature difference 'is changed due to an electro-

mechanical force created by the field resulting from the spatia'l

variation of the dielectric constant. Some experimental results for

benzene and n-heiane between two sphericaì electrodes obtained rtith this

method show the essential features predicted from the space charge

effects. This method has also been used for the measurements of the

field distribution along the interface between a dielectric f'luid and

a dielectric solid. Some experimenta'l results for the interfaces

between n-hexane and a g'lass p'late surface, and betv¡een n-hexane and a

semiconducting ìayer surface obtained with this method, show that the

space charge is the dominant factor control'ling the field distributions.

The other factors such as the dielectric constants and resistivities of

the two materials forming the interface would play an important role in

determining the field distributions if and on'ly if the space charge

effect is neg'ligibìy small or can be ignored. This method can be used

to study electric field and space charge distrìbutions along fluid-

sol id dielectric 'interfaces for practica'l insulation systems under both

steady-state and transient conditions.

In the'last part, experimental results for the effects of viscosity

and app'lied field on the prebreakdown phenomena in high viscosity

Epoxy are presented. The shadowgraphic image refjects only a region of

disturbance occurrìng in a dielectric'liquid, which differs in refractive

index from its surroundings. The t'ime required for the onset of a pre-

,:.:,;l

:r':: '.:jìi' ' l:1_l
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breakdown disturbance after the app'lícation of a step-voltage, and the

rate of growth of the disturbance depend strongly.on the viscosity (or

the temperature) of the liquid. The refractive index inside the

disturbance region is smaller than that outside it. The variation of

the external current is consistent with the.tempora'l change of the

disturbance. It is proposed that the formation of a disturbance region

is due to the Coulombic repu'lsion of local homocharges which in turn

causes a decrease i n local density and hence a decrease in refractive

index. At high fields the anode injects holes to form positÍve ions

and the cathode inject,s electrons, and the electric conduction is

filanrentary. The electric breakdown in condensed materials (ìiquids

and solids) involves double injection and the creation of 1ow density

regions to enable the charge-carrier multiplication processes to take

p1ace. Thus the breakdown strength is governed by the parameters

which control the conditions for such prebreakdown phenomena to arise.
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CHAPTER

I NTRODUCT ION

High-field electric conduction and breakdourn phenomena in dielectric
ìiquids have been extensively studied by many investigators for more

than fifty years. However, from both the experimental results and the

many theoretical approaches published in the literature, it is shown

that there is no one unified theory which can expìain beyond doubt all
the experimental results. The slot,,r progress of this field can be

considered as due at least partly to the discrepancy among the experimental

results reported by different investigators which may be main'ly caused by

different experimental conditions used by them. Thus, in the past two

decades, investigators have given much attention to sampìe purity and

electrode preparation, and have improved techniques to control their
experimental conditions in order to obtain reproducible results. They

have also developed new experimental techniques to study the prebreakdown

phenomena from different angles. These efforts have shed some light upon

the understanding of this field. prior to breakdown, there are always

some disturbances created by high electric fields. Such disturbances

have been studied by means of Schlieren, shadowgraphic, Kerr-effect and

other optical methods¡ such as disturbances related to electrohydrodynamic

motion [Gray and Lewis 1969, Hewish and Bringmell 1975, Usuda and

sakamoto 19771, to particle migration [poutter and Snaddon ì97g], to
electrostriction [Hakim and Higham t962] to electric field distribution



[Cherney and Cross 1973, Cassidy et al. 1974] and to prebreakdown and

breakdown phenomena [Farazmand 196.l, Morikawa 1972, Heiman et al. 1976,

Chiu 
.l9761.

Since an opticaì image of a phenomenon shows only a region which

has a different refractive index,it, in general, does not provide any

information about the mechanisms responsible for its occurrence, though

the conditions for its occurrence may be known. l,{e have had to search

for the mechanisms from the relations between the images and other

experimentaì resuìts. The difficulty is main'ly due to the lack of

other data to help the analysis of the optical observations. Therefore,

to study any disturbance it is important to observe the phenomenon

optically and to measure simultaneously the other properties whÍch are

related to this phenomenon.

The Schlieren opticaÏ method can detect on'ly the difference in

refractive index in a domain of interest. If this method is employed

for studying the physical processes responsible for any disturbance in

an electrica'lly stressed dielectric liquid', the first question to be

asked is: what are the factors resulting in a change of the refractive

index? The answer to this question not only would give some hints to

the mechanisms responsible for the occumence of a disturbance, but

also would lead to further development of this method. Thereforen

at first, we have to clarify the interpretation of the Schlieren

images normally observed in electrically stressed dielectric liquids.

For studying the charge transport and breakdown processes in

dielectrics, the measurements of field distributions are extremely'



important. Up to nov'/ the field distributìons, 'in general, are

measured by means of a probe or the Kerr-effect. However, the probe

may disturb the potential distributions and the Kerr-effect can be

app'lied only to those materials, the anisotropy of whose refractive

irdex is field dependent. In fact the Kerr-effect can be observed

significantly on'ly for a few materials such as nitrobenzene and

chìorobiphenyls. We have therefore developed a new technique for the

determination of field distributions. This technique is non-destructive

and non-disturbing, and it can be applied to any die'lectric systems.

t,.le have used this method for studying the field distributions in liquid

and along the liquid-solid interfaces.

Electric breakdown is general'ly preceded by the growth of a

disturbancewhose refractive index is different from that of its surround-

ings fSharbaugh et al. .1978]. In the past, the study of such a pre-

breakdown disturbance has been concentrated on low viscosity die'lectric

liquids or almost infinite viscosity díelectric solids witn appìied

fieìds very cìose to their breakdown strength. However, the information

so far gathered has not been sufficient to indicate with certainty the

origins and the nature of prebreakdown disturbances. One of the

difficulties of the studies of the prebreakdown phenomena is that the

propagation velocity of the disturbances in low viscosity dieìectric

liquids is very fast and it is necessary to have a high speed camera

or recording system to record them. Recently, several investigators

have developed an ultra-high speed electro-optical system with a time

resolution of the order of l0-8 sec, and they have observed the pre-

lìii:,
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breakdown phenomena in n-hexane iust a fe1l, nsec prior to breakdown

[Forster and l,{ong 1977, Rzad et al. 1977f. All of this kind of

observations can provide only the information about the change of the

refractive index in the disturbance regions. To expìore the mechanisms

responsible for the appearance of such disturbances, several investigators

have measured the electrical and optical properties and recorded the

disturbances simultaneously in order to correìate them under various

conditions fMorikawa ]972, Chiu 1976, Heiman et al. 1976, Yamashita et al.

1977, Murooka and Sueda 1g76, Forster and lrlong 1g77f .

l,lhile a great deal of work has been concentrated on low viscosity

I iquids, we have attempted to study such prebreakdown phenomena from a

different ang1e. l^le chose a material with viscosity sufficiently high

and sensitive to temperature, so that we could use a conventional movie

camera in conjunction with a simple shadowgraphic system to study the

effects of viscosity and applied fie:ld on the prebreakdown phenomena.

The high viscos'ity is usualìy accompanied with a slow deveìopment of pre-

breakdown disturbances, and this would therefore help to observe the

details of the temporaì change of the disturbances. Furthermore, the

high-viscosity materials lie in the state between the liquid of low

viscosity and the solid of almost infinite viscosity [Krasucki 1966],

thus, a study of these high-viscosity materiaìs may not on'ly throu¡ light

onthe understanding of the breakdown mechanisms in liquid dielectrics

but also to the prebreakdown disturbance generaì1y referred to as

treeing in solids.

Before presenting our theory and results, it is desirable to
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review brief'ly the most important work relevant to this thesis in order

to give a clear view in this field. Thus, Chapter 2 will be devoted to

this review. Chapter 3 will describe the optical techniques used in

this investigat'ion. The maior work on the theory of the Schl ieren

images in electrically stressed dielectric liquids is presented in

Chapter 4. A new method for the determination of electric field

distríbutions and other appìÍcations is presented in Chapter 5. Pre-

breakdown phenomena in high viscosity material are discussed in Chapter

6. The general conclusions arising from the present work are given'in

Chapter 7.

I - l:..



CHAPTER

REVIEI¡l 0F PREVI0US l,lORK

In this chapter, a brief review of the previous work on optical

techniques, electric field distributions, electrohydrodynamic motion,

and prebreakdown and breakdown phenomena in dielectric 'liquids is

presented. Although the investigators in this field, in general, have

an interest in mechanisms responsible for these phenomena; the experimentai

results, on the basis of which a theory is developed, depend at least

partly on the experimental techniques used. Thus, the techniques for

detecting disturbances are reviewed first, and then followed with the

electric field distribution, arid prebreakdown and breakdown phenomena

related to the work being presented in this thesis.

2.1 0ptical-Techniques for.Studying Disturbances in Dielectric Liquids

There are several optical methods whích can be used for studyìng

the disturbances in dielectric liquids. However, the most important ones

are the Schlieren opticaì method, shadowgraphic method, the Doppler-shift

method and the Kerr-effect method. Many investigators have used these

methods for studying the prebreakdown and breakdown phenomena, and other

disturbances in dielectrics. Although their princìples and app'lications

are well known, these methods have not yet been fu'l'ly discussed from the

vìew point of practical prob'lems involved. The Schl ieren optica'l method

and shadowgraphic method will be discussed in Chapter 3, because they are

used for our investigation. Therefore in this section, we shall confine

ourselves to the discussion of only the Kerr-effect and the Doppler-shift

tt:.: :
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methods.

2.1 .1 The Kerr-Effect Method

The Kerr-effect method genera'l 1y used for the measurement of

electric field distributions Ís based on the Kerr-effect. This effect can

be observed oniy in the materials with a field-dependent anjsotropy of the

refractive index. Although most of dielectric liquids are electrically

isotropic, the molecules composing a dielectric 'l'iquid are generaì1y

an'isotrop'ic. Therefore, the molecules under an electric fie'ld E can acquire

an ìnduced dipo'le moment P*, which tends to align with the field. Further-

more, some molecules posses a permanent electric dipole moment Pro which

also has the tendency to be orientated by the field E. These orientations,

even though opposed by thermai agitation, suffice to render the dielectric

opt'ica'lly anisotropic, which would result in a birefringence for the light

travel'ling normal to the direction of the field E. The difference in the

principal indices is given by the relation [Denki Gakkai 1974f,

np-nn=KOÀE2 (2.1)

where KO'is the Kem's constant, À is the wave length, and nO and nn are,

respectìvely, the refractive indices corresponding to the directions

paral'leì with and normal to the direction of the ejectric field. The time

constant of the Kerr effect is jess than l0-9 sec, and therefore it can

also be used for a high speed shutter [Denki Gakkai 
.l978].

The basic optical system based on the Kerr-effect is shown in

Fig. 2.1 (A) fCross and Tobazeon 
.l973J. 

The test region (or called the

"Kerr celi") is located between a polarizer and an ana'lyzer. The po'larizer
.,; :;:ìai.i:..j
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Fig. 2.1 The basic optical system based on the Kerr-effect. L.S: ligh source; L.E: light
expander; Po: Polarizer; io: Compensaüor; F: Focusing lensi An: Analyzer; S: Screen.
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gives a coming light beam the po'larized angìe of 45 degrees agaínst the

direction of the e'lectric field in the test region. The components of the

polarized light in the,directions parallel with and normal to the direction

of the electric field travel in the test region with different velocities

because the refractive indices nO and nn are different. As the result, the

initial polarized light changes Ínto an eììiptically polarized light, which

has a component of the'light perpendicular to the initial polarized dirlction

and also a component which increases with increasing e'lectric field. There-

fore the electric field can be determined using the anaìyzer.

If the analyzer is crossed with respect to the polarizer, for example,

the intensity In of the light transmitted by the anlayzer is given by

[Cherney and Cross 1973f

P.

In = Ino tin,(+) Q.2)

where Ino is the light intensity when the anaìyzer is parallel with polarizer,

Pn is the phase difference introduced by the electric field which is given

by

P, = 2NK.L E2n Ke (2.3)

in which L. is the effective length of the optical path in the electric

field. In the case of parallel-p1ane ejectrode configuration, the

effective length L. can be written as

L.=r*frtr+frn(t*ftli (2.4)
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where .0 is the

respecti veiy,

Equation (2"2)

el ectrode 'length al ong

the gap 1 ength and the

, the condition for the

the opt'ica1

thickness of

transmi tted

pass,dandaare,

the electrodes. From

'l i ght mi nima i s

P,

f = tn

where m is an integer. Substitution of

gives the electric field EO which makes

-_Ñ'k-/ *'.f-

(2.5)

Equation (2.3) into Equation (2.5)

the transmitted light minima, as

(2.6)

Thus, the electric fÍeld is directly related to the number of m. The

electric field EO correspond'ing to m ='l is denoted bV EOo and it is

generally called the c'haracteristic electric fíeld of the Kerr-effect in

the test cell. The smaller the value of EOo, the higher is the sensitivity

of this system.

For the actual system shown in Fig. 2.1(b), an optical compensator

is located just after the poìarizer and/or also one before the ana'lyzer,

and the analyzer is crossed with respect to the polarr'zer [Cherney and

Cross 1973, Cassidy et al. 1974, Durand and Fournie 1970]. The compensator

is used to introduce a bias phas. Pho for the convenience of the measurement

of the eletric field or its direction, and the lens system is to project

the image in the test region on a screen or a film. A typical fringe

pattern is shown in Fig. 2.2. The electric field between the electrodes

can be determined by the number of the fringes.

As described before, the sensitivity of this method is mainly



Fig.2.2 A typical fringe pattern in nitrobenzene photographed

(exposure time 0.3us) at the peak of a 65.4 kV total-
duration 'l0i.rs pu1se. The fact that the field is uniform

between the p'lates is demonstrated by the absence of inter-
relectrode fringe. The side fringes are due to the fringing
field along the length of the electrodes.

[after Cassidy, Hebner, Zahn and Sojka 1974].

l1
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dependent the Kerr's constant K* and the effective tength 1". However,

for practical measurements, the Kerr's constant Kk is the characteristic

of the dielectric liquid under investigation, and the effective length

L" is generally ìimited to the range from l0 cm to z0 cm for focusing a

clear image on the screen. Thus the sensítivity of this method, after

aì.l, depends on the Kerr's constant. The Kerr's constant Ko and the

characteristic electric field E*o at L. = l0 cm for some dielectr:ic liquids

are given in Tabl e 2.1. 0n'ly a few dietectric ìiquids have a Kerr,s

constant sufficiently 'large for field measurements. For practical dielectric

systems, the Kerr's constant and the effective length L. are generalìy not
'large enough for this method to be used for the detection of any disturbance.

2.1.2 The Doppler Shift Method

The Doppler shift method is generalìy used for the measurement of

flow velocities. The principle of this method is described as follows

[Kinbara 1964]i the frequency vO of a wave detected by an observer is, in

genera'I, different from the frequency vs of the source itself, if the

observer is not at the same location as the source. For exampìe, if the

source is coming up to the observer, vo'is higher than vr, and if the

source is going away from the observer, vO is lower than us This

phenomenon is called the Doppler shift effect, and in the simp'test case as

shown in Fig. 2.3, the reJation between vO anci vris gìven by
'.:-;rì:Ìi 

:¡:
irr-ij>ì. ;.:.
iri,ìil:'r:"

v_
d-

u v*+vr-vd
su**vm-vs

i.' :'

(2.7)
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The Kerr's constant K, and the characteristic electric
field_EOo of soine dielectric 'liquids [after 1978. Rika
Nenpyor *, Denki Gakkail.

Lr'quid Symbol T("C)
ro ( cm- 

t est- 2)

[À = 5461A.]

Eoo(kV cm

[L^ = 10
g

-r 
)

cml

Carbon disulfied cse 20 3.55 * l0-7 t59

Benzene c-H-bo 20 0.403 t 473

Tol uene C.H -CH ^o5 J 20 0.714 t 355

Ni trobenzene c-H-N0^o5 ¿
20 396. t l5

Carbon
Tetrachl ori de cc!.4 20 0.084 t 1035

Hydrogen H2 -253 0.0345 , 161 5

0xygen 02 -l 83 0.232 t 622

*trlater Hzo 20 1.32 t 261

;,r *:

i' i:, \i;+l
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(a)

TEST
REG I ON

FREQUENCY PHOTODETECTOR
ANALYSER

(b)

Fig. 2.3 The Doppler shift method. u", velocity of a wave in a

medium; urr velocity of a medium; Lbt laser beam

vdr veiocity of an observer; ust velocity of a wave

source; mi: mirror; Sp: splitter; Fi: filter.

VOLTAGE
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and the Doppìer shift by

Av = vd -vs= vs -u-ÇÇ Q.B)

where vw is the velocity of the wave in the mediumr v* is the velocity

of the medium, and vO and vs are the velocities of the observer and the

source, respectively. If the wave is a light beam, Equation (2.8) can be

written as

V .V
Av= us# e.s)

W

since v* in this case is the light velocity urhich ís much larger than vr.

Usually, the frequêncj vr, and the velocities of the light and light source

are known, thus the relative velocity between the observer and the'light

source can be determined.

The actua'l opticaì system for the Doppler shift method is shown in

Fig. 2.3(b). The light source is a laser which can produce a high coherent

light beam for the accurate measurement of the Doppler shift, and hence it
is sometimes called the laser Doppler shift method. The ìight beam is

scattered main'ly due to the partícles in the fluid under investigat'ion.

This scattered light having the velocity Ínformation is mixed with the

initial'light beam on a splitter to extract the Doppler shift from the

frequency of intensity moduìation. In this system, the Doppìer shift 'is

g'iven by,

v_
¡u = oè 

u¿ i(l - cosZe) coso + sin20 sino]
w

(2. I o)
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and therefore the velocity is

(2.il)

where 0 is the angìe between the direction of laser beam and that of the

scattering light as shown in Fig. 2.3(b).

Generaì1y, for the laser Doppler shift method, the particles are

necessary in order to obtain the full intensity of scattering 1ight,

since the scattering cross-section of molecules are some twenty orders of

magnitude less than that normaììy required for the system [Pouìter and

Snaddon 19781. Therefore, sometimes a small amount of particles is added

into the flow to improve the sensitivity [Usuda and Sakamoto 1977, pou]ter

and Snaddon I 9781.

Using the laser Doppler shift method, the particle velocity in the

fluid can be measured rapidly, objectiveìy and non-invasively. These

advantages make it an ideal method for investigating the transport process

of fluids in non-electrical living system, since the particles in such a

system can be expected to follow the flow of the host fluid easiìy. In

dielectric ìiquids, however the particles can also move with the influence

of an app'lied electric field. If dielectric particles are added in

dielectric liquids to improve the sensitivity, they would experience the

electrostatic and electromechanical forces under electric fields. In this

case the net force F on a spherical dietectric particle of radius r in a

dielectric liquid is given by

v
v,= 3*_,=__ AvYd _ 

8"

F = electrostatic force + electromechanical force

- Eqp ff r3eoe, ,FrJ srad E2

'::::,::.ì:

i.:i

(2.12)
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where ê^, e- and e are, respectiveìy the dielectric constants of vacuum,o- p

the particle and the fluid; and g'is the charge of the particle.

These forces cause the error for the measurement of the velocities of such

a flow created by hydrodynamic motion. in order to reduce these forces,

it is necessary to use particles having a dielectric constant same as that

of the dielectric ìiquid and having a size as smalì as possib'le provided

that they can give a large enough scattering cross-section.

2"2 Electric Field Distributions in D'ielectric Systems

For linear, homogeneous and 'isotropic media, the electric field

distributions can bb determined by means of electrolytic tanks or

ímpedance meshes by analogy, or calculated by means of numerical computations.

However, such ideal dielectrics do not exist in practice. For practicaì

materials, the field distribution is not only dependent on their physÍcal

parameters (such as dielectric constants and conductivities, elc.) and the

geometric arrangement of electrodes; but also on the fieìd dependence of

these physica'l parameters and, the worst of all, on the space charge and

the liquid motion effects [Filippini et a]. 1970, Denki Gakkai 19741. All

of these factors make the determination of the field distribution by means

of computation alone or other analogy methods for practical cases almost

impossib'le. However, the field distributions in practical dielectric

systems have been measured using a movable metallic probe, the Kenr-effect

and other methods. In the following, the field distributions for two

cases in steady states (i) the field distributions between paralleì-p'lane

electrodes; and (ii) the field distributions along a dielectric solid are

di scussed .

17
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2.2.1 The Electric Field Distributions Between Parallel-Plane

For practicaì dielectric liquids, the electric field djstributions

between paralle]-p1ane electrodes are, in genera'l , nonuniform due to the

presence of spaie charge. In other words, the distribution profiles are

controlled by the factors whích control the space charge distributions.

For example, based on the measurements by using the Kerr-effect method,

CassidV gL al. [ì974] has demonstrated that the e'lectric field distributions

in nitrobenzene are dependent on the magnitude a.nd the frequency of the

applied voltage, the electrode material and their surface conditions, and

the immediate previous history of the system.

Impurities in dielectrics, in general, act as one of the source of

the charge carriers, and hence the cause of the space charge. Cherney and

' Cross [1973] have reported the dependence of the static electric field

distribution on dissolved water and air for two different chlorobiphenyls

(Arocl or 1242 and l0l6). The results obtained using the Kerr-effect method

show that the dÍssociation of the water molecules results in an exponentiaj

distribution of positíve space charge giving rise to an enhanced cathode

field, and that the presence of air tends to decrease the cathode field.

These results fully índicate the effect of impurities on the field

distributions. In practical dielectric systems without using special

purification techn'íques, water and gases (air) are always involved as

impurities, and therefore they cause unreproducible results not only for

the determinations of electric field d'istributions but also for the

measurements of conduction currents IPrabhakara 1970].
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The electric field itself also changes its distribution profiles.

In the steady-state, this effect Ís mainly due to the charge generation

in the bulk and charge injection from electrodes. The first cause involves

the aforemen'tioned dissociations of ímpurities and tro-procêss" similar to
the Townsend model for increasing the conduction current in gases. For

the charge iniection from electrodes, this effects partly depends on the

el'ectrode material itself or depends on the etectrode surface conditions.

Eldine et al. t19641 have studied the influence of electrodes coated with a

pore-free film on the steady-state potential distributions in transformer

oil, and shown that the coated electrodes enhance the electric field near

the electrodes. And Cassidy et al. il974] have aìso measured the electric

field distributions in nitrobenzene both for the glass-blasted nickel

electrodes and for the eiectro-polished stainless steel electrodes under

dcandac(40.200Hz)e1ectricfields.Althoughtheseexperimental

results show the dependence of the fietd dÍstribution on the electrode

materials or their surface conditions, the relation between the field
distribution and the conditions of electrode is still not fulìy understood.

The electric field distributions not onìy change with aforementÍoned

factors but also change with the sort of dielectric liquids. According

to Forster [l96a]; for saturated hydrocarbons such as n-hexane, n-heptance,

etc., the electric field distributions at the average fields between 50

and I kv/cm are approximate'ly syrnmetrical with respect to the electrodes;

but for,unsaturated hydrocarbons the distributions are rather asymmetric,

although the field became higher near electrodes, and they change gradualìy

with time in the order of hours. Fronr the measurements of conductivities

:t ti
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he attributed the difference to their conduction processes, because

unsaturated hydrocarbon molecules can eas'iìy form positive ions by losing

their r electrons.

2"2.2 The Electric FÍeld Djj;tributions Along a Dielectric Solid

In general, the electric field distributions a'long a dielectric

solid are different from that Ín the dielectric liquid itself. Cross and

Tobazeon []9731 have reported such electric field distortions introduced

in a uniform field gap in nitrobenzene by various dielectric spacers bridging

the gap. Their typical results are shown in Fig. 2.4. Obvìously, it can

be seen that the electric field distribution profiles along the spacers

are different from the other areas, and also depend on the material. Cross

and Tobazeon [1973] have attributed these distortions to the space charges

in the solid or to an uneven distribution of the charges on the solid

surface because of the slow response for the establishment of a steady-state

distort'ion and its dependence on the natures of the solid. 0n the other

hand, Cherney and Cross 119741 have shown that, using the same experimentaì

techniques but for chlorobiphenyl of commercial purity, the field

distortions are independent of the electrical properties of the dielectric

solids and app'lied voltage. They have suggested from their measurements

of the surface current density that the distortions are created by the

electrohydrodynamic motion of the liquíd near the interface. Although,

there is a discrepancy between their exp'lanations for the field distortions,

both of them have reported that the enhancement of the electric fields are

too small to account for the weaker dielectric strength along the interface.
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2"3 Dìsturbances in Electrically Stressed Die'lectric Liquids

The maior disturbances in e'lectrically stressed dielectric liquids

are electrohydrodynamic motion, electrostriction, space charge distribution,
':.:. .- ---,.; ::::,: prebreakdown and breakdown phenomena. Previous work in this area has made. :.- i. .-: - :.,

' considerable progress toward the understandÍng of these dielectric

phenomena, especially, those relevant to breakdown. In the fo]lowing we
:

l

,,,,,,,,:,,,ì,i.,.,1 shal I confine ourselves to the subiects of electrohydrodynamic motion,
'"' 

prebreakdown and breakdown phenomena.

.': 1; :,::.,1: ,;
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2.3.1 Electrohydrodynamic Motion

It is well known that fluid dielectrics, in general, move under the

influence of an electric field. This phenomenon called the electrohydro-

dynamic (fHn) motion has been attributed to two mechanisms; (i) the

momentum transfer from the charge carriers which move in the electric field

to the neutral molecules; and (ii) the electromechanical force created by

the field resulting from the spatial variation of the dielectric constant..

For mechanism (i), the charge carriers are mainly due to ions or ion

compiexes, and for mechanism; (ii) the spatia'l variation of the dielectric

constant can arise by the spatial variation of temperature or contamination.

Thus the resultant force F can be written as [Cherney and Cross 1974]

f = Vq¿ E-V(82/2) x Ve (2.r3)

where V is the gradient operator, and Q¿ is space charge density.

In fact, Faraday was the first to notice this phenomenon, and he

found that the speed of motion increased with increasing current. However,

'. . . r:_r:i
' : r.:i'i:l
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this phenomenon did not receive much attention as a sÍgnificant conduct-ion

process in dielectric ì'iquids until about 1956. In .l956, 
0stromov observed

the lìquid motion in benzeneand transformer oil between paralìel pìane-

pìane electrodes using a Schlieren optica'l technique, and that the current

increased when the motion changed from a laminer flow to a turbuìent flow.

Since then, a great deal of experimentaì and theoretical work has been

done in order to clarify the characteristics of the electrohydrodynam'ic

motion and to study the mechanisms of charge carrier production at

electrode surfaces as well as in the buìk by means of this liquid motion

phenomenon.

The general features of the eìectrohydrodynamic motion are: (i)
the speed increases with increasing input power [Essex and Secker 1969];

(ii) the speed is proportional to E for single injection and E2 for double

iniection; (iii) the speed is largely dependent on the electrode configuration

and the shape of the test cell fGray and Lewis ]9691; (iv) the direction of

the motion is from one electr"ode (carrier source) to the other (camier

collector) [Gray and Lewis 1965]; (v) the absorbed gas tends to increase

the speed [Dey and Lewis 1968, Ne]son and McGrath 1g7lf. The more detaiìs

about the liquid motion have been reported by Filippini et al. [.l970].

They have studied the development of flow streamer between electrodes Ín

deionized nitrobenzen and chlorobiphenyls by using the high speed

Schlieren technique and the Kerr-effect. The interesting feature, according

to their results, is that the development of flow has the shape similar

to a filamentary conduction channel as mentioned by Kao [1975, 1976] in

his filamentary single injection theory for high field electric conduction

Ì:r 1. J::1::

a)
LJ
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and breakdown in dielectric liquids. Recently, several investigators

have obtained some basic data on the onset of fluid instability and the

development of the flow streamer between electrodes [Felici 1969, Hakim

and Higham 19621.

One of the important effects of the liquid motion is to modify

the effective mobitity of charge carriers. Gray and Lewis [.l965] and

Secker and Lewis [1965] have shown this effect experimentaìly, and

suggested that this motion must be considered as a source of emors for

the measurements of true carrier mobilities. By taking into account the

effect of the ìiquid motion, Gray and Lewis fi969] have deduced from their
measurement of ionic mobilities a true ion mobiìity in n-hexane, which is

1.8 x l0-4 cm2v-lS-l at 20oC. However, this value is about five times

smaller as compared with the normalìy accepted value of l0-3 cm3v-ls-1

[Terlecki 1962]. Nowadays, many investigators [Filippini et a]. 1970,

Nelson and ÞlcGrath 1972, cherney and cross 1974,1977, Kao 1976, Forster

and Wong 19771 believe that the electrohydrodynamic motion would modify

the apparent carrier mobility and indirectly affect the conditions for

electric conduction and breakdown in dielectric liquids.

Regarding the motion caused by the spatial variation of the

dielectric constant, the literature is comparabìy scarce. Watson |961]
has reported that an appìied electric field enhances the apparent heat

conductivíty from a heated electrode to a dielectric ìiquid.. Nelson

et al. 119721 have used thìs effect to study the poìarity effect for the

motion jnduced by charge carriers, and Savkar l1g72l has studied this

effect by using alternating electric fjelds. A'lthough the electro-

i':.::-:
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mechanical force created by the field resulting from the spatial
varìation of the dielectric constant is well known, the ìiquid motion

due to this force is still not fully understood.

2.3.2 Prebreakdown phenomena

Since Hakim and Higham [1961] and Farazmnd [196]l have reported

that the breakdown Ín n-hexane under high'ly divergent electric fields
was preceded by the growth of a region having a different refractive index,

a number of investigators have studied such a disturbance for various

dielectrÍc 'liquids under various experimenta'l conditions in order to study

the prebreakdown and breakdown processes in dielectric liquids. Some

typical results for the growth of such disturbance regions in transformer

oil [t'lorikawa 
.l9721 

and in liquid nitrogen [Murooka and Sueda 
.¡976] 

are shownin

Fig. 2.5- From these high speed Schlieren (or shadowgraphic) photographs,

we can observe the transient behavior of the prebreakdown disturbance in

a short period from the application of the voltage to the final breakdown.

The general characteristics of the disturbance may be summarized

as follows: (i) it requires a formation time which is of the order of p

seconds [Yamashita et al. ]977, l4orikawa 1972, Forster and Wong lgllf;
(ii) the disturbance has a shape ìike a bush for the disturbances started

either from a positive or from a negative point e:lectrode, the individual

branches are much more sharpìy defined for the positive one [Morikawa

1972, Heiman et aI. 1976, Yamashita et al. l9l7l; (iii) the propagation

velocity is much faster for the disturbänce originated at the positive

point than that at the negative one [Morikawa ]972, yamashita et al.l.

,j:...1i Ì:
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Fig. 2.5(a) fne photographs of propagation of prebreakdown

disturbances, produced by the impuise breakdown

between point-plane electrodes in dielectric oil.
These pictures were taken by Schlieren method, using
a xenon flash 'lamp and a Beclman camera. Applied
voltage: 36 kV, I x l40ps, frame separation: 66.5us,
exposure tl'me: 3.6ps, pressure: 0.5 mm Hg, gap ìength:
25.4 nm [after Morikawa 1972].

26
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Fig. 2.5(b) The photographs of propagation o, Or.*.akdown
disturbances produced by the impulse breakdown

between point-poìnt electrodes in liquid nitrogen.

These pictures were taken by Schì ieren method using

a ring edge. Temperature -l96oC, pressure I atm, gap

length 6 mm, appl ied 'impulse voltage 58(V, [after
Murooka and Sueda 1976].

ii::i:.'rlì
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Fig. 2.6 shows the length of the disturbance in white oil as a funct.ion

of time [Devjns et al. 1976]; (iv) the disturbance scatters the incident

light [S'ingh et al. 1972, Ne]son and Hashad 
.l9761; (v) the disturbance is 

:.:..:::
accompanied with shock, waves, current puìses and light emission fYamash'ita .,',',,'.

et al. 1977, Murooka and Sueda 19;16, Chiu 1976, Morikawa 1972, Heiman et al.
1g76, Forster and l^long 1g7ll.

(A) The nature of the dísturbance. :;':ì_': _l '

Several models have been put forward about the nature of the 
ir,,,.,,,"

disturbance, and they are: (i) it is due to the plasma which produces a high 
¡r;r:':;::

temperature region in the liquid [chadband and carderwood 1972, Allan and

Hiza]1g74,Heimanetal.1g76];(ii)itisagaSphasecomposedofmicro.

bubbles in the liquid [Morikawa ]972, Thomas and Forster 1975, Nelson and

Hashad 1g76, Forster and Ì^long 19771.

For the negative disturbance, Yamashita et al. [t 977f have proposed 
f

that electrons are emitted from the point cathode and possess energies f l

sufficiently large to collide with 'liquid molecuìes, and to produce l

moÏecules of lower molecular weight by electrochmeical dissociation in the :,-.::
l,'.:.ì,::':_.

high fieìd region. These molecules could be CH , HZ, C, and CH+. It seems 
;,, ,i,

ìikely that these molecules are locaìly concentrated and change into a ',1-"';"i

gaseous phase when the saturation point in the liquid is exceeded, and at

that instant, shock waves also ensue. The gaseous phase forms u 
,,,,,...,.

conductive channel of plasma state and results in a change in density il.'fi
observed. For the positive disturbance, liquid molecules in the highest

field region near the point can lose eläctrons which are rapidly accelerated

into the needle point. This action may induce the dissociation of the ìiquid
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A i Length of streamer as a function of rime. Gap= 1,27 cm. (a) negative poinr:À l85kv; C t55kv; 7 r2Íky; - lO0kV. (å) positlve poinr: A 8i rîl-ó ærv,V 46 kV; ¡ 23 kV.

100 i50

E. ; positive ,...".o.' 'lilï;i :ll runcrion or vorrage ror th¡ee different gaps.
A 0'64crn; O l.27cm; I 2.54cm.

Fíg. 2.6 velocities of prebreakdown disturbances in white oil
[after Devi ns, Rzad and Schwabe I 976].
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molecules and a change in density Ín the same manner as for the negative

disturbance. Yamashita et al. [1977] have attributed the initiation to
the gaseous phase caused by electrochemical dissociation. This hypothesis

fits well to the spectral anaìysis for the prebreakdown phenomena in

transformer oii reported by Morikawa Ug72l and Murphy [1970J. A similar

model has a'lso been suggested by Morikawa ['1972f and Toriyama [Denk'i Gakkai

19741. However, in the case of the dielectric liquids composed of mono

atomic molecules such as liquíd nitrogen, oxygen and helium; the molecules

will not be dissociated to gaseous phase by the emitted electrons aìthough

they are heated up and evaporated. Thomas and Forster ['1975] and Forster

and Wong U9771 have attributed the initiation to the heat energy associated

with the conduction current iniected from local asperities on the cathode

surface.

it is interesting to note that the final breakdown does not always

occur even though both the electrodes have been bridged by the disturbance.

This suggests that the disturbance is not necessary to be a conductive

channel or plasma. In fact, the disturbance shown in Fig. 2.5(a) looks

like a region composed of cold microbubbles or the charge carrier traces

which could be observed in a bubble chamber [l',lurooka and Toriyama 1974].

Nelson and Hashad |9761, Sìngh et al. 119721, and Krasucki [l9661 have

treated the dÍsturbance sìmply as a region composed of microbubbles of

sizes of the order of microns in diameter. Their models can explain

some prebreakdown and breakdown phenomena.

(B) Dependence of hydrostatic pressure.

Morikawa 119721 has reported the dependence of the prebreakdown

,:: I r. :,::¡
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disturbances ín filtered and degassed transformer oil on hydrostatic

pressure. The effects of pressure on the propagation velocíty of the

disturbance and on the corona inception voltage are, respectiveìy, shown

in Fig. 2.7 and Table 2.2. It can be seen that the propagation velocity

decreases siightìy when the pressure is increased, and on the other hand,

the corona inception voltage increases with increasing pressure. The

Schlieren images can be observed only when the corona is obsêrved [Morikawa

1972), implying that the disturbance occurs and propagates more easily

at low hydrostatic pressures. This also indicates that the disturbance

is in a gas phase.

(C) Dependence of additives.

Devins.t ?]. [1976] have reported that the additives such as various

polyaromatic compound in white oil affects the propagat'ion characteristics

for the positive and negat'ive disturbances as shown in Fig. 2.8. Both the

velocities of the posftive and negative disturbances increase with

increasing concentration of the additives. Polyaromatic compounds have

two physica] properties; low ionization potentials and large electron

trapping cross-sections. In order to distingu'ish the effects between the

low ionization potentials and ìarge electron trapping cross-sections,

Devins et aj. [1976] have also studied these effects for N, N-dimethylanii'ine

which does not trap electrons but has an even lower ionization potential

than 2-methy'l naphtha'lene, and for sulpher hexafluoride which has a high

ionization potentiai and large trapping cross-section. Their results are

shown in Fig. 2.8(b). It is clear that the increase in the velocity of

negative disturbance is due to electron trapping. This means that, for

i:1':.!
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Table 2"2

Time (¡rs)

The effects of

[after Mori kawa

pres sure

1e721.

Pressure dependence of corona inception voltage
in the dielectric oil [after Morikawa 1g7Z].

Press¡e
Exp. condition fr. OSmnrHe l. 0;rr::r Hg 760rnmHg

I¡tense.corona
iaceptÍou volt. *

ßv)

Needle:
ms. Lî,2 l7 0 19.0

Needle:
neq- 23.? 24, I 29.4

Coroua inception
voltage* (kV)

Needle:
Þos.

15. 5 t6. 0 t8.2

Nee(¡te:
Deq. 22. tj 23. I 29.2

5096 co¡ona vol-
tage** (kV)

Needle:
oG. ¡9. 7 15.6 t7.6
ñeeqIe:
Eeg. 22.0 22.3 28. I

*Muimum value
**Coro¡a appears mo¡e than 5 out of 10.öscharges

Needle electode: positive
Electrode gap: 25.4mm
Applied volt.: 80 kV

P:
Pressu¡e
over
oil

Ern

o
dú
À
o
À
q3

(Ú
o

Ø

JU

.E 20
6U
dÀ
eÀ

Ëro
(ú
o
!

Needle electrode: nesative
Elecbode gap:25,4 rim
Appliedvolt.: 80 kV

p: pressu¡e ove¡ oil
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Time (ps)

Fi g. 2.7 on the streamer propagation
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The effect of 2-methyl naphthalene on the streamer propagation rates.
Gap=1'27 cm. (a) negarive point, l25kV: V pure Marcol 70; O 7.3x10-3M and
â 7'3x l0-elvl 2-methyl naphthalene. (å) positive poinr, 46kV: V Pure Marcol 70;
O 7.3 x l0-3 lt{ and j 7.3 x l0-2 M. 2-methyl naphrhalene. The solid squares I
refer to a nitrogen-saturated solution.

1208060¿0)î
Time íps )

The effect of several additivcs on the negative strearìrer prtrpagatiorr rates.
Gap=2'54çnl,r'oltage= l-(0kv. c pure Marcol 70; 0.r5g M N. N'rlinrethylaniline; _lx l0-3 M ethyl chloride: (r 6x l0-¡ ivt cthyl chloride; O l.4x l0-r lvt eth,vl chloride;
T l.l x l0-3 M sulphur hcxafluoride.

Fig. 2.8 The effects of additives on the propagation rates.
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the negative disturbance, the ionization process is less ímportant than

the trapping process. Their results are indirectly in support of the

formation of microbubbles due to the electrostatic forces created by

the high concentration of negat'ive charge. For the positive disturbance,

the electron scavengers have neg'ligibìe effect on the velocity but the

dimethlaniline which has a lower ionization potential enhances the veìocity

to the same extent as does the 2-methyì naphthalene. This indicates that

the ionization process is important for the positive disturbance.

(D) Dependence of vi scos'ity.

Krasucki |9661 has studied the prebreakdown phenomena in

hexachlorodiphenyl. The viscosity of this l'iquid is 6 x 106p at 17.5"C

and it decreases rapid'ly with increasing temperature and becomes 2P at

75"C. He has directly observed the prebreakdown disturbance by using a

microscope, and reported that, even in a paralieì-plane electrode

configuration of 0.1 mm in gap ìength, the propagation or growing velocity

was so slow that it can be recorded by using an ordinary movie camera of

l6 frames per second. He has regarded this disturbance as a vapour

bubble, and suggested that vaporization is initiated by the development

of points of zero pressure resulted from the presence of submicroscopic

partic'le impurities in the'liquid. According to his hypothesis, if the

breakdown in a liquid results from the formation and growth of the

vapour bubbles, the time to breakdown should highly depend on the viscosity

of the'l'iquid. In fact, according to his experimental results IKrasucki

19661, it has been shown that the time to breakdown for hexachlorodiphenyl

is almost directly proportional to the viscosity over the six order-
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However, Krasucki has not fuì]y discussed the energy for producing such

a vapour bubble.

2.4 Breakdown Processes

Many theorÍes have been put forward for the breakdown processes

in dielectric ìiquids, but still there is no one theory which satisfies

all the experimental results. Broad'ly speaking, these theories can be

grouped into three categories; (i) based on the electron multip'lication

processl (ii) based on the bubble formation; and (iii) based on suspended

particles in a dielectric 1Íquid. Electron multjp'lication process is

that an electron, on the average, makes ionizing coilisions and builds

up an electron avalanche in the'liquid. Thus this theory is based on

the hypothesis that an electron can obtain enough kjnetic energy for

ionized collisions in the breakdown field than the energy would lose to

many types of non-ionized collisions fsharbaugh et al. l97B]. Lewis [1956]

and Adamezewski [1969] have modified the breakdown criterion proposed

original]y by von Hippe'l il937] for ionic crysta'ls, and succeeded to

expìain the dependence of breakdown strength of hydrocarbon ìiquids on

their molecular structures. However, their theory has the difficulty to

explain the dependence of the breakdown strength on hydrostatic pressure.

In fact, the possibiTìty of the electron multiplication process in high-

density media such as liquids is doubtful. As has been pointed out by

Kao and Rashwan 119741, the mean free path of an electron in dielectric

liquids is of the order of l0-7 cm. It is hard to believe that an electron

can gain a kinetic energy of the order of I - 7 eV to excite an atom or a

t t ::.,'.i
- - -:: ':'.:.:
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molecule' and of the order of l0 - 20 U to ionize an atom or a molecule

even at a field of 106 V/c*.

0n the other hand, the breakdown theories based on the bubble

formation have been developed to overcome the difficulties of aforementioned

process by Kao [1975, 1976f and Sharbough and Watson []9621. This process

obvious'ly fit well for the prebreakdown phenomena in high viscosity materials

as shown by Krasucki [1966]. This process will be described later. The

breakdown process based on the suspended particles ís. important for the

breakdown in commercial liquids such as transformer oil which usually conta.ins

a high concentration of impurity particles. Kok ['196.l] has proposed a break-

down theory based soleìy on particle effects. According to their" theory the

breakdown is due to the formation of a string of particles which are

accumulated fn the electrode gap due to electromechanical force. This

introduces a dependence of breakdown strength on time, concentration and

size of particles, and the ìiquid viscosity.

It is most likeìy that the so-called intrinsic breakdown does not

exist in liquids. Breakdown 'in liquids is extrjnsic via some secondary

mechanisms. The most important mechanism may be the bubble formation process.

Kao and Higham []9611 have investigated the effect of hydrostatic

pressure on the breakdown strength of various organic liquids, under weìl

controlled conditions. Their results are shown in Fig. 2.9. obviously, it
can be seen that the breakdown strengths increase with increasing hydrostatic

pressure. Since the electron multiplication process is direct'ly governed

by the mean free path of an electron, it is hard to reconcile this process

with the pressure dependence on nearly incompressible liqu'ids. Such a

pressure dependence does, however, suggest strongìy that there is a change

::,:-:'
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of phase (or formation of a bubble) during some step in the breakdown

process.

Kao has proposed in 1965 that bubbìes may be formed Ín the líquid 
,,,,,..,,

by the following processes, (i) from the gas which accumulates in micro- :,:.:,,:

scopic activities on the electrode surface; (ii) from the liquid itself
by ìocal evaporation on the surface of the electrodes; (iii) due to

electrostatic forces overcoming the surface tension. Also, the electric il,..l
i.':1, t:..ì:

dissociation propose! by yamashita et al. [ì 977f may be considered as one "i .
l: ,':r::.::

of the processes. 0nce these bubbles or low density regions have formed, the i':'1:':'r

mean free path of an electron will be effect'ive'ly increased. As the result,
breakdown would be expected to follow rapidly in these low density regions.

Sharbaugh and Ì¡latson Ll962J have proposed a thermal mechanism

in order to expiain the pressure dependence observed by Kao and Higham ['196.¡].

By assuming that a,bubbie of liquid vapour is formed by injection of large-

power electron densities from aspirities on the cathode, they have derived

the breakdown criterion based on the balance condition between the heat

needed for vaportzation and the input energy as

38

where n'is a factor in the range .l.5 to 2, t is the duration of the

app'lication of voìtage, Cp is the specific heat at constant pressu¡g, Tþ

and To are, respectiveìy, the boiling point and the initial temperature

of the liquid, and Lu is the latent heat for vaporization. since the

boiling point of the liqu'id increases with increasing applied pressure,

Equation (2.14) shows c'learly the pressure dependence of breakdown voltage.

ceft=co(To-To)+Lu
''' _. : .

(2.14) ,,,.,,'¡.,
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Their computed results based on this equation for breakdown strength as

a function of pressure are in good agreement with the experimental

resu'lts of Kao and Higham [1961].

Kao [.l975' 1976] has recent'ly put forth a new theoretical model

(called a filamentary sing]e injection model) for breakdown in dielectric
liquids. This model is based on the postuìates that near breakdown there

is on'ly one filament in which the current density is large enough to cause

vaporization of the 'liquid. Thus the criterion for breakdown is expressed

in the form of a current-temperature balance equation ín a filament. He

has obtained the express'ion for the breakdown strength under pulse

conditions as

Eb = 
tg**L.{Tå.*o(tr) 

- T,b.-o rftrr ì+ (2.15)

i

, where p is the density of the liquìd, vo and l¡J are, respective'ly, the pre-
ii exponentia'l factor and the activation energy for carrier mobility. His

, computed results based on Equat'ion (2..l5), as shown in Table 2.3, agree well':..-:::.':';':: with experÍmental results of Crowe et al . t1954] for saturated hydrocarbons I.::
,' ,,, .,,: and of Sharbaugh et al. [1956] for aromatic hydrocarbons. :

Another bubble theory for breakdown of dielectric ìiquids has been

developed by Krasucki fi966]. He analyzed the development of a vapor

,":.',i bubble at high fìe1ds based on his observations in a high viscosity liquid i'r "'- "'J" -

as described in Section 2.3.. However, his theory is similar to Kao's

early theory [1965] except that Krasucki takes into account the change in

the volume of the bubble. l

.''':
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The theories based on the bubble formation process not onìy can

explain the dependence of breakdown strength on hydrostatic pressure but

also can expìain its dependence on molecular structure. Furthermore, the

results of prebreakdown phenomena described in Section 2.3 provide also

a strong support of this breakdown process. However, there is still no

experimental results to show directiy the mechanisms responsible for the

formation of such micro-bubbles in dielectric liquids.
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CHAPTER

THE OPTICAL MEASURING SYSTEMS

In this chapter, we shall describe in detail the optical measuring

system used for the investigation of electric field distributions and

prebreakdown phenomena to be presented in chapters 4 - 6. Our system

is mainly based on the Schlieren optical method and the shadowgraphic

method, and therefore the principles, sensitivities and limitations of
these two methods will be fully discussed. The experimentaì techniques

involved in a particular investigation will be discussed separate'ly in

Chapters 4 - 6.

3.1 The Schlieren Optical Method

The schlieren optical method has been used extensive'ly for
investigating density gradients in optical'ly transparent media fshapiro
1953, Holder and North .l9631. 

The density gradients which are sometimes

caìled streeks can be converted to the Schlieren images because of the

unequal refraction due to the unequaì density from point-to-point in the

region concerned. This method enhances the contrast and hence enables

the observation of an extremely small change in density.

In fact this method has been known for more than 100 years and

widely used in the fields of aerodynamics, hydrodynamics, optics and

so on [Shapiro 1953, Holder and North 1963]. Regarding the applications

of this method for studying dielectric phenomena, Ostr.omov has used

this method to observe the electrohydrodynamic motion, and Hakim and

11. i.' : r

. :... ..'.j. r

, :'''.]'|: 
':.

ir::ll'.j'ìr,,.'
l.¡,ì,Ì.,;:J:':

Higham []9611 and Farazmand [196r] have useci this method-for

(lgB4p1[S



prebreakdown phenomena in n-hexane and other dielectric liquids.

3. I . I The Basic Pri nci pl e of the Schl ieren Optical Method

The basic Schlieren optical system is shown in Fig. 3.1. L.S. is a

high intensity light source which may be a laser or a high p..rlu..
mercury'lamp. The output light beam from the source is brought to a

paralìe1 beam of the size sufficientìy'large to cover the test region

by a condenser lens C., , a pin-hole H, and a collimating 'lens Cr. A slit
S controls the size of the beam entering the test region. A convex lens

(or called "schlieren lens") F converges the light beam from the test

region in the focal plane.where a knife edge is located before it forms

the image of the test region onto a screen. In thissystem, íf the

refractive index is uniformìy distributed in the test region, the initial
paralle'l beam will be converged at the focal point P of lens F. If some

disturbance causes a change in refractive index distributíon in the test

region, light will be refracted and this deflected light beam will no

longer meet at P, but at a particular point Q with a deflecting distance

ô from P. It should be noted that the beam bending downward means that

the refractive index decreases with y; and the beam bending upward means

that the refractive index increases with y. Thus the light which can

pass through the focal p'lane can be discriminated by the pos'ition of the

knife edge, and therefore the illumination brightness of the image on

the screen is changed with this discrimination. For the observation of

transient d'isturbances, the knife edge is generaììy so adjusted that the

initial líght can partìally pass through the focal plane to provide a

43
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background image on the screen. In this case, the disturbances can be

observed as bright and/or dark regions.

As has been mentioned above, the knife edge acts as a spatiaì

filter, and therefore the Schlieren images on the screen can be changed

by adjusting its position. For examp'le, the bright regions and the dark

regions of a Schlieren image wil'l be reversed, if the knife edge is

located on the opposite side of P to block the light through P rather

than to block the light thrpugh Q. For some situations the knife edge

filter is not suitable, particularly for time-varying events such as pre-

breakdown and breakdown phenomena. Thus some investigators have used a

black point dotted on a glass plate instead of the knife edge [Murooka

and Sueda 19761. This black point generally called the ring edge is

located on the focal point P to block the non-deflected'líght and to

allow all the deflected iight relevant to the disturbance under

investigation to pass through the focal plane. Therefore the disturbance

can be ciearly observed as a bright ímage in a dark background as the

photographs shown in Fig. 2.5(b). This technique is useful when recording

a time varying event (a d'isturbance or a phenomenon) by means of a high

speed camera which generally requires a high intensity and high contrast

light relevant to the phenomenon.

For the optical observation of a fast time-varying event, a high

speed camera or a high speed photographic technique is commonly used.

The ear'ly 'invest'igators, in generai , used an ordi nary mechanica'l high

speed camera or a flash lamp with the time resolution of the order of

a few milliseconds to a microsecond [Hakim and Higham l96l, Farazmand

l96l]. In the recent years, accompanied with the developnent of laser
Liiì?-,:ì1 r i:,,
i :;.]i: i _:

i: : ,.r':":.'','''
:
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techniques, the time resolution has reached the level of the order of
microseconds to nanoseconds [Mari kawa 1972, Forster and l,Jong 1gl7l. It
Ís important to note that the resolution of an optical method is some-

times limited by the high speed photographic technique.

ïn the followiñ9, wê shall analyse in more detail the light beam

passíng through the test region as shown in Fig. 3.1. The'light beam

is refracted ìn an optically transparent medium by the refractive index

grad'ients perpendicular to the paral'le'l light beam. Since the para'lìeì

l'ight beam is in the z-d jrection, the refracted I ight wi ì'l form a

refracted angle in the x-z plane and a refracted angle in the y-z p'lane.

If the refractive index gradients are small, then according to the

analysis of l,lolin [1953], the total refracted angles which the light
beam bends in the z-direction due to the refractive index gradients in
the test region can be expressed as,

,* = ü- /. 
rq*" dz

', = ü f. tqf" dz

with second-order terms ignored, where 0, and ey are, respectiveìy, 
;r,.;,,..,,.,,¡,

refracted angles in the x-z and y-z planes, no is the average refractive ir"r'11::i'n:ì

index of the medium in the test negion, n(x,y,z) is the refractive jndex,

andtheregionfronz=0toz=Listhetestregion.FromFig.3.lit
can be easily shown that the deflecting distance ô is given by
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F and nu is the

Substitution of

(3.3)

and

n
oo-'na

where f. is the focal length of lens
5

the medium outside the test region.

Equation (3.3) gives

n-r- Ou--
n_

cl

Substitution of Equation (3.5)

refractive index of

Equation (3.4) into

( 3.4)

fro

into Equations (3.1) and (3.2) gives

( 3.5)

It can be seen

gradient can be

ons (3.6) and

by measuring

(3.7) that the

the defl ecti ng

refracti ve

di stances,

(3. 6)

(3.7)

i ndex

ô and
X

cri terion

(3.8)

width,

o =! f,'* nu )o

fÉ
o =-l.ly [u ,o

from Equati

determi ned

ô
v

The resolution of this method is governed by the Rayleigh

[Kinbara 
.l964], 

which is given by

f_À
r=G-å-

D

ân(x,y,z) Az
ðx u4

ân(x,'y,z) ,-
^u4dy

where r is the size of the focal poÍnt image, D is the para'lìel beam
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À is the wavelength of the light, and G is a constant. Substitution of

Equation (3.3) into (3.8) gives

(3. e)

The higher the ratio of 6/r, the higher is the resolutïon of this method.

Thus, for a high resolution we have to use (i) a light beam of short wave-

length, but the medium under test must be transparent to it, (ii) a lìght
beam with a very narrow linewidth, such as a highly coherent light from gas

lasers, (iii) a iarge paral'le] beam width, and (iv) a high resolution photo-

detector. For accurate measurements of the deflecting distance 6, the

graded filter technique in place of the conventional knife edge method is

recommended [Kent 
.l969]. 

However, for an actual Schlieren optical system;

the sensitivíty is also related to the divergence of the initial paralle'l

beam, the perfectness of the lenses and their arrangements and so on. Thus

the sensitivity of an actual system shall be described in the section 3.1.2.

3.1.2 for Measurements of Field0itt.i¡rtior. ..¿

The Schlieren optical system is shown in Fig. 3.2. The light source

was a He-Ne laser of 5 mw. The size and divergence of the paraì'lel beam

were, respective'ly, 25 mm in diameter and I x I0-3 rad in ful'l ang'le. The

lens F was a biconvex lens, and the diameter and the focal length of lens

F were, respectively, 40 mm and 200 mm (or 500 mm). The knife edge was a

stainless steel razor blade. This blade was located in para'llel with the

x-direction in the focal plane of lens F, and its position was adjusted

a'long the y-direction using a driving screw and a dial-micro-gauge as

6=l
rG
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shown in Fig" 3.2(b). This knife edge can be used to discriminate the

deflecting distance ôr, and therefore, according to Equation 3,7, the

refractive index gradient for the y-direction ban be determined. in this
system' a biconvex lens was placed after the knife edge to control the

magnification of the image of the test region on a screen. The screen was

a white board and this was used for adjusting the focusing. For the

determination of the position Q corresponding to a particular point in the

test region, a tip of an optical fiber (o.lz mm in diameter) was used

instead of the board, and located in the same place on the board. The

pos'ition of this opticai fiber tip was controlled in the x-y plane by using

a two-dimensional micro adjuster as shown in Fig. 3.2(b). The other end

of the optical fiber was connected to a high sensitivity photomultiplier.

Typ.ical results for the image illuminatl'on brightness on the screen

as a function of the position of the knife edge is shown ín Fig.3.3. This

curve was obtained under the following conditions¡ the diameter of the

para'lle'l beam was 12 mm, the focal ìength of lens F was 500 mm, the bright-
ness without the knife edge was adjusted to be 100% when the tip of the

opticaì fiber was located at the center of the image. From this figure it
can be seen that, with siightly masking, the illumÍnation brightness can

exceed 100% due to diffractíon of the light by the knife edge. The maximum

change in illumination brightness is 4.3%/1pn which occurs around the point

corresponding to the 50% of the difference between the maximum and minimum

brt'ghtness as the location of the knife edge moved along the y direction.

The accuracy of our photodetector was estimated to be about 9l%

and therefore we took a brìghtness change of 3% as the detectable brightness

50
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change. Thus the detectable deflecting distance is (3/4.9 = 0.7pm),

which corresponds to conditions of f, = 500 mm and D = 12 mm. This means

also that, according to Equation (3.3), the detectable deflecting ang'le

Q6 is (0.7 x lo-3/soo) = 1.4 x l0-6 rad. The detectable refracted angle

0¿ as a function of the diameter of the parallel beam is shown in Fig.3.4.
The curve (a) and the curve (b) are, respective'ly, for lens F having a

focal 'length of 200 mm and 500 mm. Obviously, the detectable refracted

ang'le 0¿ decreases with increasing d'iameter D, and the relation between 6O

and D in mm can thus be written as

Oo=#x10-6rad (3. I o)

with the conditions that f, is from 200 mm to 500 mm, and D is smaller

than l0 mm. Equation (3.10) gives the minimum sensitivity for our

Schlieren optical system. The minimum sensitivity was almost 'independent

of the focal length f, under the above conditions. However, for a short

foca,i or a large paral]el beam width, the sensitivity tends to reach a

saturation by the dispersion due to the knife edge as shown in F.ig. 3.4.

For the measurement of the deflecting distance ô, w€ chose the

point corresponding to 50% of the difference between the maximum and

minimum brightness as the location of P and Q in the y-dìrection. Because,

our system has the highest sensitÍvity around that point. However, the

illumination brightness near the solid surface having a'long distance aìong

the x-direction is affected by the diffraction due to the surface as shown

in Fig. 3.5. Thus, when we measured the deflecting distance near the

solid surface, we chose the poÍnt corresponding to the 25% instead of 50%

&r--ï^
'/--)

h.
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between the maximum and minimum brightness to determine the locatÍon of

P and Q in the y-direction to take into account such an inf'luence. In

the next section, we shal I show the use of our system for the measurements

of temperature gradients in terms of refractive index gradients.

3..l.3 The Measurements of Temperature Gradients

The temperature distribution in diei ectric 'l'iquids is generai 1y

measured by means of thermocouples. Thís conv.entional method has the

following disadvantages; (i) the thermocoupìes placed near the test region

may disturb the original condition of the region, and hence the measured

temperature dístribution may not represent the real one inside the region,

and (ii) the inertia of the thermocoupìe measurernents precludes the study

under rapid transient conditions. Several investigators made use of the

principle of Schlieren interferometry for the measurements of temperature

distributions in air and liquids [Reisman and Sutton 1965, Brackenridge

and Gilbert 19651, but this technique has not been fully discussed from

the view point of practical applications. Therefore, in this sectior, wê

describe the principle and the resolution of the Schlieren method for

temperature distribution measurements and other applications.

(A) Theory

. It is well known that the refractive index changes with temperature

because of the temperature dependence of the material density. If the

change Ín temperature is small and the temperature distribution is stable,

the refractive index n(x,y,z) as a function of temperature T(x,!,2) in the

steady state may be written as

,;;.:','j-
'¡::,'i,
I ìilìi



n(x,y,z) = no * tn [f(x,!,2') - To] (3.il)

where no and kn are, respectively, the refractive index and the temperature

coefficient of the refractive index of the material correspondíng to the

average temperature To. If the refracted angle 0 caused by the change in

temperature distribution is so small that we may use tang =9, substitution

of Equation (3..l.l) into Equations (3.6) and (3.7) yields

a:-. -.' f_:.-J :,':. . '
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(3. r 2)
l í':ji
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Thus, the

direction

of x may

average temperature gradient in

at any value of y and that along

be written, respectively, as

the test region along the x-

the y-d'irection at any value

(3.r4)

(3. r 5)
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the basis of these two equations, the average temperature gradient at

point in the test region in the x-y p'lane can be determined by measuring

and ô.. corresponding to this particular po'int.
v

(B) Experìmentaì

In our simpìe experiment, the glass cell with two opticaì1¡r-flat
':. -1.=. ,-..'
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windows on both sides facing the z-direction was used as the container of

a dielectric ìiquid which was bezene or n-hexane for the present Ínvestigation.

The temperature difference T., - T, was app'lied to the aluminum plates A and

B as shown in Fig. 3.'l and was maintained constant by a thermostatica'l1y

controlled heat source. In order to produce a constant temperature gradient

in the liquid between the two plates, the size of the pìates was made about

the same size of the test cell and their separation was kept as small as

possible. Before the application of the temperature difference T., , T, the

temperature in the liquid is assumed to be uniformìy distributed with the

temperature gradient equa'l to zero. The paraìle'l beam passing through the

test cell in the z-direction will meet at poÍnt P in the focal pìane. After

the appìication of the temperature difference T., - TZ, the'refractive index

tends to decrease from plate B at a lower temperature towards plate A at a

higher temperature. In this case, the'light beam will be deflected at a

refracted ang'le 0r, with respect to the z-direction in the test region as

shown in Fig,3.l. This deflected beam will meet at Q in the focal p'lane

with a distance of ô, below P.

at any point in thex-y plane in the test regior, we located the photo-

detector at the same.point in the image on the screen as described section

3.1.2 and adjusted the position of the knife edge to determine this

particu'lar point Q. By measuring the distance ôn between p and Q, we can

determíne ãT@ using Equation (3.15). hlith this method we can determine

W and flãI at any point in the test region. Typicai results pìotted

in ô, as a function of temperature difference T., - rrfor benzene and

n-hexane are shown in Fig. 3.6'in which the value of ô, is the average

value of ô.. measured at four different points aiong the y directiony v,¡e J

l.::-:

To measure the average temperature dTTdy

, ii:
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between plates A and B. It should be noted that the values of ô, for the

four different points were very close to each other because for a fixed

tempenature difference T., - Tz, W was found practically constant along

the y-d'irection as expected for the experimental arrangement shown in ''

Fig.S.ì. ô,, increases linearly with increasing temperature differencev
between the plates indicating that the experimental results are in good 

,:,:,,.:
agreement wi th Equation (3. I 5) . i.r '..,,

' ,.. :. -..:

(C) Discussion 
i:,..r,

To further examine the correlation between the experiment and the 
,

theory, we have calculated the values ofKnfrom Equation (3..l5) and the

experimenta.ldata,andcomparedthemwiththeacceptedvaluesavailablein

the literature. In analogy to a para]1el plate condenser, there is a l

fringing effect between pìates A and B in Fig.3.'1. Thus the effective
'length of the test region L is not the length of the pìate.0 along the z- '

direction, but smaller than.0 to take into account this fringing effect i

I

By a rough approximation we can use the foilowing relation to estimate L 
r,i,.r,,

L=[-d (3.]6)

.'.,tt, 
;

where d is the separation between the two plates. using the d.ata in .i: 
'

Fig. 3.6 and f = 20 cm, !, = 4 cm, d = 0.5 cm and nu = I (Ín air) for our

experiments, we have calculated the values of Kn for benzene and n-hexane, 
i,,r..:::,,:i

which are 6 x l0-4 'K-l and 5 x l0-4 oK-l , respectiveìy for the temperature ii.l..';

range of l8'C - 22oC used. These values are in reasonable agreement with

the pubìished values of 6.3.l x l0-4'K-l for benzene and 4.89 x l0-4.K-l
for n-hexane for about the same temperature range [Timmermans p. 147]. To
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avoid calculating L, we can also, according

the ratio

to Equation (3..l5), compare

(3. r 7)
kn (n-hexane) -
kn ( benzene) y( benzene)

for the same value of ijf7ijry. From Fig. 3.6 this ratío is 0.7753 which

agrees strikingly well with the ratio of 0.7749 based on the pubtished

values [Timmermans p. 147]. Thus with a standard sample as reference

the values ofKnand thermal conductivities of any materia'ls can be

determined accurately by this method. In our simple arrangement shown in

Fig. 3.2, we can measure accurate'ly temperature gradients as small as
a

2 x 10-'deg/cm which cannot be detected by the conventional method.

It should be noted that the above results used to demonstrate the

principìe provide only the average values of ãVil (average along the z-

direction) in the x-y plane. In general , d]l/dy varies wi th z. To determine

the actual temperature at any point (x,!,2), wê hôve to obtain the actual

ùalue of dTldy at that particular point. To do this, we have to adjust the

direction of the parallel tight beam to obtain more data of dl,@, the

average value along the new directions which form an angle e with tñe

original z-axis. By varying 0, we can obtain as many values of ãT@ as

required to determine the actual dTldy at any point along the z-direction

in the test region. Obviouslyr Süch calculations are tedious but can be

easily done by the computer.

In principle, the Schlieren method can be used to determine the

temperature distributions for any dielectric systems of any configurations;

i'. j :.,::!ì ì.:, ' ì.

l;ììir iri;ìi 
-1ì::+:..r-

r:! -.:: t::: ;ìrt:ir'11,:..-i....Ì.:lr::j 
ì
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and can also be used to measure the thermal conductivìty of any material

of any geometric shape, and to study the temporal change of temperature

distributions under rapid transient conditions because of the fast response

inherent in thìs optical technique.

3.2 The Shadowgraphic Method

As well known as the Schlieren opticaì method, the shadowgraphic

method has long been used for the studies of prebreakdown and breakdown

phenomena by the refracted light due to the refractive index gradíent. This

method is mainìy used for detecting the disturbances accompaníed with a'large
refractÍve index change.

3.2.1 The Basic Difference Belween the Shadowgraphic Method and

The optical system for the shadowgraphic method can be considered

to be the same as the basic Schlieren optical system with the knife edge

removed as shown in Fig.3.7(a). In this system, the light beam passing

through lens F will form an image of any disturbance in the test region.

However, if the initial light beam were largeiy refracted by some

disturbance in the test region, the deflected light would no longer be able

to pass through lens F, and therefore the missing light would form the

dark regions corresponding to the disturbance on the screen. For the

Schlieren optical method, the light which can pass through lens F is dis-

criminated by means of the knife edge, while for the shadowgraphic method,

the deflected light is discriminated by means of the location and the

size of lens F.
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According to the principìe of this method, the refracted angle 6

eorresponding to the dark regions can be written as

where Ltt is the distance from the test regÍon to lens F, and R is the

radius of the lens. Thus, the sensitivity of the system can be easily

controlied by changing the location and the size of lens F. The ionger

the distance and/or the smaller the size of lens, the higher is the

sensitivity for the formation of the dark region. The controllable

sensitivity is the advantage of this method, and therefore with thís method

the effects due to the subsequent disturbances created by the disturbance

under investigation, or due to initial nonuniformity of the refractive

index distribution in the test cell can be avoided. For example, break-

down phenomena are, ín generaì, accompanied with a strong'light emission 
l

which would disturb the observations of the breakdown process. In this :

case' the effect due to the emitted light can be avoided by adjusting the

system to give the low sensitivity for the light [Takuma lgTz]. i

In fact, the change of the refractive index distribution can be :

observed without lens F as shown ín FÍg.3.7(b). This technique is also

called the shadowgraphi'c method, and this method has been used in the field
of aerodynamics. Although this method is based on the refraction of the 

;

light due to refractive index gradients, it depends on the second i

derivative rather than the first derivative of refractive index distributions,

because,iftherefractiveindexgradientwereconstant,theinitia]paraì.le1

beam would be deflected by the same amount, and there would be no change in

63



illumination brightness on the screen. Only if there is a gradient of the

refractive index which will have a tendency to converge or diverge the

light, the brightness will be changed. This method is therefore suitable

for the studies of the disturbances with rapidly varying refractive index

gradients such as shock waves [Shapiro t953].

3.2.2 The 5hadowgraphic System used for the Studies of Prebreak-

The electro-optical system is shown in Fig.3.8. The basic amange-

ments is the same as the Schlieren optical system shown in Fig. 3.3. The

distance La, and the radius R of lens F can, respectiveìy, be changed

between 200 nrm to .l 
500 mm and 50 mm to 5 mm. Therefore, the refracted

angìe 6 of the l'ight which can pass through the lens can be controìled in

the range of 3.5 x l0-l to 3.3 x l0-3 rad. The disturbances were recorded

using a movie camera

64
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CHAPTER 4

THT SCHLIEREN IMAGES

Spatia'l variation of the density of any opticaì ly transparent media ,:r',:: ,,¡

can be converted to the Schlieren images because of the unequa'l refraction
due to the unequal density from point to point in the region concerned. 

i ;,1
The Schlieren technique enhances the contrast and hence enables the ,.tiru;,i

observation of an extremeìy sma'l1 change in densìty. If this technìque is ,,:.:-;.,r,:r
:: .':':.:::., - -

employed for studyìng the physical processes responsible for any disturbance

in an electrically stressed d'ielectric ìiquid, the first question to be

asked is: what are the factors resujting in a change of the refractive

index? Apart from the breakdown phenomena and the plasma in which the

refractiveindexdependsalsoontheplasmaoscillation;themostimportant

factorcausingachangeinrefractiveindexinanychemicaìlystable

die]ectricisthechangeofÍtsdensit.Y,whichmaybeproducedeitherby

temperature gradients or by pressure gradients or by both. The change in

refractive index caused by other factors such as space chaçges alone (but 
i,;i,;,¡,:_¡r,
. l:"':.-- _:- _ _:

not the action of space charges) are neg'lig'ibie. In this chapter we shall -,'l'.

clarify the interpretation of the Schlieren images normally observed in .''.''.ì:'r;'1."'

electricaì1y stressed dielectric ìiquids and demonstrate the importance of

the effects of the already-existing temperature gradients in the test region, 
:,::,:ì.:.ji¡:,:

and of the difference in thermal conductivity between the electrodes and i.,,1,,.¡.

the dielectric medium

4.1 Theory

There aqe a'lways two important phenomena existing in an electrically -,:,',,, ,.;.i
l:ti ::t::;'r ::lr i -:



stressed dielectric liquid: One is the. movement of charge particles
(main'ly ions) due to their interaction with the app'lÌed field resuiting

in matter transport or liquid motion, and the other is the interaction of

spatial variatíon of the dielectric constant due mainly to the a]ready-

existing temperature gradient, with the applied field resulting a]so in
'liquid motion. Unless the temperature is perfectly controlled to maintain

a constant temperature throughout the liquid, the electromechanical force

is always present just because the random variation of temperature, though

small, always exists from time to time and from domaín to domain giv.ing

rise to a time-variant temperature gradient distribution. The Schlieren

technique can detect oniy the phenomena which result from a spatial

variation of the refractive index which is mainiy caused by such an

already-existing time-variant temperature gradient d'istribution in the
'l'iquid. 

The movement of ions itself should not introduce a change in

refractive index if the ion concentration is not very large, but it would

perturb the temperature gradient distribution and thus plays an indirect

role in the formation of Schlieren images.

It can be imagined that a change in rocal temperature T(x,v,z) at

any point (x,y,z) will cause a change in density and hence a change in

dielectric constant e(x,!,2) and refractive index n(x,y,z) at that point.

Suppos'ing that for a time interval At the temperature distribution is
quasi-stable and the change of temperature at the point (x,y,z) as compared

with the system average temperature is small, we can write for the time

interval At

1 :..r l

67

..i;:r_::;:::

e(x,y,z) = .o * K, [T(x,y,z) - To]

n(x,y,z) = no + Kn [T(x ,!,2) - To]

l

(4.1)

(4.2) i;i,.,.:ìu;

;
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where ao and no are, respectively, the dielectric constant and the refrac-

tive index; and K. and Kn are their temperature coefficÍents of the material

corresponding to the system average temperature To. 
,.::. :,::.

According to the theory of electrodynamics, the interaction of the ¡ir"'';:::

electric field E(x,y,z) at any point with the spatial variation of the

dielectric constant at that point wi'11 create an electromechanical force¡ +
i., r¡,,::-'1:';in x,y, and z directions within an elementary volume Ax Ay Lz tending to i;t.:,:,. ':

move the material within this elementary volume in such a dírection to ,,,,,1.,,r,t.

reduce the stored energy of the whole dielectric system. These forces i';';:;''':":'

can be expressed [Kao I 961 ] as

af* =-DE2*o*=-DKrE'# ax (4.3)

ot, = - DEz S ^n 
= - DK, E, # ay (4.4)

Lf= =-DEzEor=-DKrtrg Lz (4.s)

where D is a constant. For dielectric liqu'ids these forces tend to cause 
-t;Ì.iî

the liqu'id to move. The'liquid motion which is generally referred to as ¡ìti,
the electrohydrodynamic phenomenon may be considered to be due mainly to

two mechanisms: one is the Coulombic force resulting from the interaction

of the space charge with the field, and the other is the electromechanical ,, ,:,.,,i¡
ti;':.iii,,ìi,11ìi;

force resulting from the interaction of the spatial variation of the

dielectric constant with the field. The direction of the former force

depends on the types of ions (positively or negat'ive'ly charged) and the ' ,

direction of the field; while that of the latter is independent of the ,
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direction of the field but depends on the temperature gradient. Thus the

total forces causing the liquid motion can be written as

ÂF, = 9NE"ax LyLz - DKeE'z * ax (4.6)

ot, = gNErax ayuz - DK'E, # Ay g.7)

aF.- = 9NE.ÂxAy^z - DKÊE, ål Lz (4.8)

where N is the ion density of one type which may be positively charged or

negatively charged at the point (x,y,z), and q is the electron charge.

There are some other effects which may aìso give rise to the motion of the

liquid but these effects are not significant under normal conditions, and

for simp'licity they are not included in Equations (4..6) - (4.g).

For very pure liquids which contain a very low concentration of

ionic impurities and at low applied fields in which no camier injection

from the electrodes and no carrier multipìication (such as ionization or

dissocation) from the bulk are involved, the dominant mechanism for the

tiquid motion is the electromechanical force resulting from the already-

existing locaì temperature gradient, that is the force given by Equations

(4.3) - (4.5) or the second terms of Equations (4.6) - (4.9). If this is
the case, the observed Schlieren images should comespond to the motion of

the l'iquid from a region with a higher dielectric constant to a region with [..i|ffi
a lower dieiectric constant. The direction of this motion is purely

dependentonthetemperaturegradientdistribution,andthereforether
motion is quite random. The liquid progagation velocÍty, in this case,
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should show a square'law dependence of the appìied voltage. For liquids

containing a high concentration of ions, then the first terms of Equations

(4.6) - (4.8) become dominant, and in this case the observed Schlieren

images should still correspond to the temperature gradient dístribution

because only the temperature gradient would result in a significant spatiaì

variation of both the dÌeiectric constant and the refractive Índex. The

liquid motion can be seen in the Schlieren images not because the ionic

movement changes the spatial diçtribution of ion concentration but rather

because the ionic movement modifies the oriEinal temperature gradient or

induce a temperature gradient and hence it p'lays only an indirect role in
the formation of Schlieren images. The concentration of homospace charge

(one type of ions), because of mutual Coulombic replusion, would never

reach a value sufficient'ly high to cause a change in refractÍve index, and

thus space charge itself should not produce schlieren images.

For simpìic'ity we shall confine ourselves to the discussion of

the forces in the y-direction. The average temperature gradient as a function

of the deflecting distance ô, a'long the y directìon is given by Equation

(3.15). The average temperature gradient refers to its average over the

length L. From Equations (4.7) and (3.15), Ur ts the measure of the average

temperature gradient and hence the electromechanical force.

4.2 Experimental Techniques

To illustrate the effects of the already-existing temperature grad-

ients on the Schlieren images, a simpìe electrode system shown in Fig. 4.1

was used in conjunction with the Schlieren system shown in Fig. 3.2. The

glass test cell with two optical'ly flat windows on both sides facing the

:'::.:
,¡,::
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i.,i: i :::l-l:r:

Fig. 4. I The electrode system for the study of the Schlieren images
stressed dieìectric liquids. A, stainless steel blade; B,
copper plate; C, Teflon electrode supporting frame; P, and
points of temperature gradients.

in electrical ly
0.2 mm thick
P* measuring



z-d'irection was used as the container of a dielectric liquid whjch was

silicone ojl for this investigation. A stainless steel blade of 36 mm in

width and 6 x l0-3 mm in edge radius, and a copper prate of 47 mm x 47 mm

x 0.2 mm v'rere used as electrodes and they were held firm'ly with a separation

of 6 mm by a framework made of teflon. A positive or a negative step-

voltage pulse from a high-stabiìíty dc suppìy was applied to the blade

electrode with the plate electrode connected to the neutral ground. As

described in Section 3.'1, by measuring the illumínation br.ightness of the

Schlieren image, it is possible to map the density or the refractive index

distribution profile of the dielectric under any test conditions. i4e used

the system and the technique described above for examining some phenomena

in electrÍcally stressed dielectric ìiquids, which are related to the

schlieren images and whose interpretations are still questionable.

4.3 Experimental Results and Discussion

Ïhe phenomenon of liquid motion has been studied by many investigators i

in the past two decades fsecker and Apìin ]970, l,lorant 1960, Fiìipini et al . :

l:..l970]. 
However, a clear interpretation of this phenomenon ís still lacking. ,-

In view of this fact, we have attempted to look at this phenomenon from a 
t,

different angle by examining the effect of the already-existing temperature

gradient in the tiquid. Silicone oil was chosen for this investigation.

Before presenting the results, we would like to explain how an already-

existing temperature gradient interacts with the ionic movement to create

a resulting spatial variation of the refractive index which produces the

observed Schlieren images on the screen. supposing that in the riquid

ir,:.,
ij:'
l)il



between a blade and a plate electrodes'the initíal temperature increases

linear'ly with y at t = 0 as shown in Fig. 4.2(a), and that at an appropriate

appìied field the lÌquid starts to move at t = 0 from the blade towards the

plate due main'ly to the ionic movement and the temperature gradient

(dT/dy)o, then the liquiã motion will increase the temperature and hence <--

the temperature gradient towards the p'rate because (dT/dy)o > 0. At t = t., 
i.,.,;.j::.,.:la portion of the liquid origina'lly located near the blade at t = 0 has !,,,.;,.'.,.,.

moved to somewhere in the gap at t = tl . By that time and at that position j,:..,,,:,;,:.

the temperature gradient increases from the or.igina'l (dr/oy)o to (dT/dv)1 > i:.:i:::r:rr'r::'

(dfldv)o. This implies that in this case the electromechanical force, 
,

according to Equation (4.4), tends to push the liquid towards the blade, in
thedirectionjustoppositetothatoftheionicmovement.Thenetforce

,

responsible for the liquid motion is therefore the difference between the 
1

Coulombic force experienced by the ions under an applied field and the l

Ielectromechanical force. Since the former force is larger than the latter,
the liquid moves from the blade towards the pìate. At t = tZ this portion

of the I iquid has moved to a position near the pìate, which increases the , 1,,, . ,,,

:.. ...........:.".

temperature of the plate, and hence the temperature gradient at the position ¡,.,',.:,,,r¡.:, ,

:::i::: i.::-:: lt: .iust below the piate becomes (dT/dv)2, (dTldy)o. However, if the initial :.'j:'1:'::

temperature decreases jinear'ly with y at-t = 0 as shown in Fig. 4.2(b)

with the ionic movement remaining in the same direction as for Fig. 4.2(a), 
:. .:::....:.;j,;

in this case the ionic movement tends to lower the temperature toward, i;,,ì: 'i,t;
the p'late, thus at t = tl , (dTldv)1 < (arldv)o; and at t = tr, (dt/dv)2<

(dTldy)0. This imp'lies that the ejectromechanical force is in the same

direction as the Coulombic force experience by the ions. These two forces

are additive, resu'lting in a more severe liquid motion for the case with ',','"1,',, 
l',
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initial (dTldy)o < 0 shown in Fig. 4.2(b) than for the case with initial
(dTldy)o > o shown in Fjg . a.z(a).

Obviously, the situation described above and shown in Fig. 4.2 would 
,-,..,,.,,

be exhibited in Schl ieren images. For case A corresponding to Fig. 4.2(a, ':,,¡,,ì,

the image brightness on the screen will decrease from the blade electrode
towards the plate erectrode whire for case B corresponding to Fig. 4.2(b)
this tendency will be just reversed if the knife edge is located as shown Ëli,;=

;'; ;'.: ;,j:

in Fig' 3'2, Thus from the Schìieten images we can determine which of the 
¡.:¡f

aforementioned mechanisms is dominant in causing the'liquid motion provided j'iì;,j'.'.

that the temperature gradient in the liquid is known. lllithout sophisticated
controìofthetemperatureinthetiquid,thespatiaìvariationoftemperature

or the temperature gradient distribution in the liquid is quite random.

Some typical Schlieren images for silicone oil at room temperature at an 
Ì

lapplied vo'ltage of 7 kv across a blade-plate gap of 6 n¡n are shown in 
],

Fig' 4.3. It can be seen that with the knife edge 'located on the side shown i
i:

in Fig- 3.2, the brightness of the schrieren image for (dTldy)o > 0 i ' ,

Idecreases with distance from the blade, and the dark region moves towards 
il ,.

the plate as shown in Fig. a.3(a). This tendency is just reversed for the [:'ï
case (dTldy)o' 0 as shown in Fig. 4.3(b). It is important to note that i'..''',:.,.

the velocity of the dark region movement (or the bright region movement) , '

towards the plate, though related to the liquid motion, does not give the

actual veìocity of the liquid motion, it merely shows the nate of the Éfft- :- :'
spatiaì variation of the refractive index in the test region. l,le also

observed the following phenomena: (a.) at the moment (dTldy)o = 0, no

..'Schlieren image was observed with the sensitivity of our Schlieren system, : ;
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g' 4'3 Schlieren photographs for silicone oil after the applícation of + Z kV to the
blade at t = 0 showing the effect of the a'lready-existing temperature gradient
in the test region. (A) (dTldy)o > 0 corresponding to the knife edge settingof Sum; a, t = 0.5 sec;.b, t = 'l.0 sec; c, t = g.0 sec; (B) (orlay¡'. 0
corresponding to the knife edge setting of 30pm.
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and (b) the liquid motion in the y-direction was slowed down when (dTldy)o

> 0 and speeded up when (drldv)o < 0; as expected on the basis of the

theory.

In the absence of app'lied voltages¡ vtê Soûlêtimes observed the ,,,,,,

Schlieren images, but the brightness of these images varied from time to

time and from domain to domain indicating that the already-existing temperature

gradients in the liquid varied from time to time and from domain to domain 
:,.1.,:.
:tt.,t:-

though the variation was small. However, with applied voltages and with a 
ii,.,..non-zero already-existing temperature gradient in the liquid, !,Je always ',',|',

observed the Schlieren images. These images indicate that the ìiquid motion

in silicone oil was always directed from the blade to the plate irrespective

of the polarity of the apptied voltage at the blade. It is obvious that if
thebladeinjectselectronstoformnegativeìychargedionsorinjects

I

holes to form positively charged ions [Sueda and Kao 1g7g] then the liquid 
i
l

motion should always be directed from the blade to the plate. Even though 
i
i

the carrier iniection is negligible at low fields, the presence of a high i

concentration of ionic impurities, such as in the case of silicone oil, 
i

l.. ,,', i

would produce the liquid motion in the direction from the blade to the plate 
.r',:',lt

because the field is extremely high at the blade edge [Secker and Aptin ì970, :.,',,,

Morant 19601. The blade edge would easily neutralize the heterocharged

ions and repulse the homo-charged.one, thus creating a force directed from

the btade to the pìate. A similar liquid motion directed from the blade ,.:::..a.:'

to the plate was also observed in water under a very low apptied voltage. 
f;"rl'

Yamashita et at. [1978] have reported that in transformer oil the liquid 
:

motion always starts at the needle point electrode and is directed towards

the plane electrode. 
,-¡i:¡,:¡:
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Although in this investigation the temperature in the liquid was

not controjled, we could a'lways find an interval with a positive temperature

gradient (the temperature increased from the plate to the blade), (dtldV)o >

0, and an interval at some other time with (dTldy)o < 0. By continuously

monitoring the temperature variation in the l.iquid and patien¡y waiting

for desired temperature gradients, we have performed a series of experiments

about the change of the temperature gradients at poínt p., (O.Z mm above the

pìate) and at point PZ rc.9 mm below the plate) due to the application of
+7 kV or -7 kV to the blade electrode. With various initial temperature

gradients (dTldv)o prior to the application of the voltage (v = o), we have

measured 6y at point P.t corresponding to the change of the temperature

gradient at time t after the app'lication of a voltage to the blade, that is
the quantity (¿fldy)t - (dTldy)'. The measurements were made at t = 0-

for (dTldv)o wìth V = 0 and at t = 2.5 sec for ( ¿t/dy), after the application

of +7 kV to the blade electrode at t = 0+. The results are shown in Fig. 4.4.

Similar results for -7 kU app'lied to the blade are shown in Fig. 4.5. These

results show clear'ly that the movement of positive ions (or negative ions) j.:

from the blade to the plate will increase the temperature gradient towards i..

the plate if the initial (dTldy)o is positive, and decrease the temperature

gradient towards the plate if the initial (dTldv)o is negative, as

illustrated in Fig. 4.2. It should be noted that, according to tquation

(3.15), the deflecting distance ô, of Jum, which is the distance of the

knife-edge position from the original knife edge position at zero temperature

gradient of 2.9 x l0-3 K cr-l in the test cell for f = z|cm L = 5 cm and

Kn = 3.4 x lo-4 r-1. The value of Kn was measured in our Materiar

Laboratory at room temperature (- 20"C).
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We have also measured the transient change of the temperature

gradient at point P., after the appìication of +7 kv (or -7 kv) to the

blade electrode. The results are shown Ín Fig. 4.6. The curves for +7 kV

and those for -7 kv at the blade are very similar. However, the liquid

motion for case B (with (dT/dV)O < 0) was more rapid and more rijorous than

that for case A (with (dTldy)o t 0) as predicted from Fig. 4.2. The maximum

change in ô.. and the time reiufred for such a change to reach its maximum- y - -!--'--

value depend on the initial temperature grad'ient (dT.dy)o. In Table 4.1

are summarized the results of the maximum change in ð, and the time required

for such a change to reach its maximum value under various conditions. It
should be noted that the knife edge setting corresponding to (dT/dV)0 = 0

is 17.50pm, and the settings sma'ller than'l7.50irm correspond to (dT/dy)o >

0 and those greater than 17.50¡rm to (dTldy)y < 0 as shown in Figs. 4.4 and

4.5. It can be seen Ín Table 4.1 that the larger the value of l(afldv)ol,
the greater Ís the maximum change in ô,,, and the shorter is the time required 

IJ

forthischangetoreach.itsmaximumvalue.Thistimeisobvious.lyrelated

to the t'ime required for the unipolar ions to move from the blade electrode 
:,:,,
l'.t'"to point P.,, and it is thus associated with the effectjve mobi'lity of ions. .:...,'l
a.l:.:'

This implies that the dependence of the ionic mobility on the already- :',..,

existing temperature gradient (¿f/dy)o is significant though (dTldy)o is

small because the latter modifies the 'líquid motion velocity. The

importance of the already-existing temperature gradient to the measurements 
',.t,

of ionic mobilities has not yet been realized although many investigators

[Hewish 1979, Gray and Lewis ]969, 19651 have reported the effects of the 
,'liquid motion on the mobilities of ions. This observation suggests that to

8t
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Table 4..| The summary of the results
required for such a change

Vo'ltage at the
Blade

( dTldy) 
o

Knife edge
setti Íìg, Uffi

Relative value
of (dTldy)o, ilm

(dTldy)o > o

Maximum change
in ôn, um

I 3. 40 -6. 00

+7 kV

Time t, sec

about the relative maximum

to reach a peak value under

4.10 23.50

Reference

Knife edge setting of l7.50pm corresponds to (dTldy)o = 0 based on the results shown in Figs. 4.4 and 4.5

6.07 16.67

(dTldy)o < o

2.19 2.19

25.50 31.00

Fis.4.6(a) Fig.a.7(A)

-8. 00 -l 3. 50

change in ôu and the time t
various cohditions.

5.96 I 3.89

(dTldv)o > 0

2.94 I . 54

1 0.00 3.00

-7 ku

Fig.4.6(a)

7.50 14.50

Fig.4.7(B)

6.53 I I .00
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(dTldy)o < o

4 .56 3. 88

30.00 25.00

Fig.4.6(b) Fis.4.8(A)

-12.50 -7 .50

6.70 3. 83

3.44 4.38

Fis.4.6(b) Fis.a.8(B)
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